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Abstract
A general method for constructing low rank tensor product smooths for use as compo-
nents of GAMs or GAMMs is presented. A penalized regression approach is adopted in
which tensor product smooths of several variables are constructed from smooths of each
variable separately, these ‘marginal’ smooths being represented using a low rank basis with
an associated quadratic wiggliness penalty. The smooths offer several advantages (i) they
have one wiggliness penalty per covariate and are hence invariant to linear re-scaling of
covariates, making them useful when there is no ‘natural’ way to scale covariates relative
to each other; (ii) they have a useful tuneable range of smoothness, unlike single penalty
tensor product smooths that are scale invariant; (iii) the relatively low rank of the smooths
means that they are computationally efficient; (iv) the penalties on the smooths are easily
interpretable in terms of function shape; (v) the smooths can be generated completely auto-
matically from any marginal smoothing bases and associated quadratic penalties, giving the
1
modeler considerable flexibility to choose the basis penalty combination most appropriate
to each modelling task; (vi) the smooths can easily be written as components of a standard
linear or generalized linear mixed model, allowing them to be used as components of the the
rich family of such models implemented in standard software, and to take advantage of the
efficient and stable computational methods that have been developed for such models. Ad-
vantages (i) - (iii) are shared by methodology recently developed for the Smoothing Spline
ANOVA approach to smooth modelling, but a small simulation study suggests that the new
methods compare favourably with SS-ANOVA in terms of computational efficiency and
mean square error performance.
1 Introduction
An Additive Mixed Model (special case of a GAMM, Lin and Zhang, 1999; Fahrmeir and Lang,
2001) has a structure something like
yi = Xiθ + w1if1(x1i) + w2if2(x2i, x3i) + . . .+ Zib+ ²i (1)
where yi is a univariate response; θ is a vector of fixed parameters; Xi is a row of a fixed ef-
fects model matrix; the wjis are covariates, dummy variables or often simply 1 (they are used
in ‘variable coefficient models’: Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993); the fjs are smooth functions of
covariates xk; Zi is a row of a random effects model matrix; b ∼ N(0,ψ) is a vector of ran-
dom effects coefficients with unknown positive definite covariance matrix ψ; ² ∼ N(0,Λ) is
a residual error vector, with ith element ²i and covariance matrix Λ, which is usually assumed
to have some simple pattern. Generalized additive mixed models replace the normal residuals
assumption with an assumption that yi|b has some exponential family distribution and E(yi|b)
is some monotonic function of the right-hand side of (1), excluding the ²i term. These mod-
els are closely related to the geoadditive models of Kammann and Wand (2003), and Ruppert,
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Wand and Carroll (2003) discuss a number of examples of models of this type. Additive mixed
models also bear some relation to the models for designed experiments discussed, for example,
by Verbyla et al. (1999) and implemented, for example, by Ball (2003). Generalized addi-
tive models (GAMs, Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990; see also Wahba, 1990) are a special case of
GAMMs, which have no Zib term.
GAMMs have an advantage over GAMs in that the more complex stochastic structure allows
treatment of autocorrelation and repeated measures situations. The way in which smooths are
actually incorporated into GAMMs varies. Lin and Zhang (1999) used cubic smoothing splines
to represent the univariate smooths that they considered, while Wang (1998) represented a full
smoothing spline ANOVA model (see e.g. Gu, 2002) as a normal linear mixed model. But other
authors have tended to opt for the more computationally parsimonious penalized regression
splines; either P-splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996) estimated using MCMC (Fahrmeir and Lang,
2001) or some variant on the thin plate spline basis or truncated power bases with estimation by
REML (Kammann and Wand, 2003, Ruppert, Wand and Carroll, 2003).
Three approaches to representing smooths of more than one variable in GAMMs have been
suggested. Either low rank approximations to thin plate splines have been employed (Kammann
and Wand, 2003; Ruppert, Wand and Carroll, 2003) or tensor product P-splines have been
suggested, with the single penalty given by the Kronecker product of the penalties associated
with the marginal bases from which the smoothing basis is constructed (Fahrmeir and Lang,
2001). Finally, for smooths of 2 predictors in a fully Bayesian setting, and recognizing the
undersmoothing that results from single Kronecker product penalties, Lang and Brezler (2004)
suggested employing tensor products of equally spaced B-spline basis functions in conjunctions
with spatially symmetric priors on the B-spline coefficients based on neighbouring coefficients.
Lang and Brezler also generalized this to allow the degree of smoothing to vary over space:
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these smooths perform well but are not invariant to re-scaling of the covariates.
By contrast, in non-GAMM settings the full tensor product smoothing splines of Wahba
(1990) and Gu (2002) have a number of smoothing penalties associated with each component
of an ‘ANOVA - decomposition’ of a smooth function, in such a way that the resulting smooths
are invariant to covariate rescaling, but this approach is not easy to integrate with conventional
approaches to (generalized) linear mixed modelling. Eilers and Marx (2002) have also used
tensor products of B-splines to represent two dimensional surfaces, with separate difference
penalties applied to the coefficients of the B-splines along the two covariate axes. When it is
not appropriate to assume isotropy of a smooth of several variables then the invariance of such
tensor product smooths is an important property.
The aims of this paper are: (i) to produce a general framework for constructing ‘scale invari-
ant’ tensor product smooths from low rank penalized regression smoothers consisting of any set
of basis functions and associated quadratic ‘wiggliness’ penalties, and (ii) to produce a general
method for incorporating such smooths into standard (generalized) linear mixed models. This
should substantially increase the flexibility both of smooth models, by allowing direct access to
existing mixed model components and methods and of mixed modelling, by giving a straight-
forward method of modelling smooth interactions, without the need for a complete change in
modelling framework.
2 Low rank tensor product smooths
This section develops general methods for producing penalized regression smoothers which are
functions of several variables. The smooths have the following properties: (i) they are invariant
to linear rescaling of their covariates (while having a useful adjustable smoothness range); (ii)
they are of relatively low rank, so that their computation is efficient and feasible for any size
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of data set; (iii) they can be readily incorporated into existing penalized regression and mixed
modelling frameworks, so that they add modelling functionality to these frameworks, rather
than requiring the development of separate theory for fitting and inference; (iv) they allow the
modeller considerable flexibility to easily construct smoothers designed for particular applied
modelling tasks; (v) the penalties are fairly easy to interpret.
The basic approach of this section is to start from smooths of single covariates, represented
using any basis with associated quadratic penalty measuring ‘wiggliness’ of the smooth. From
these ‘marginal smooths’ a ‘tensor product’ construction is used to build up smooths of several
variables. The basis construction is straightforward (and not novel): the key innovation is a
method for obtaining simple wiggliness penalties for the tensor product smooth, which are
interpretable in terms of function shape, and are induced naturally and automatically from the
penalties of the marginal smooths.
The methods developed here can be used to construct smooth functions of any number
of covariates, but the simplest introduction is via the construction of a smooth function of 3
covariates, x, z and v, the generalization then being trivial. The process starts by assuming that
we have available low rank bases for representing smooth functions fx, fz and fv of each of the
covariates. That is we can write:
fx(x) =
I∑
i=1
αiai(x), fz(z) =
J∑
j=1
δjdj(z) and fv(v) =
K∑
k=1
βkbk(v),
where the αi, δj and βk are parameters and the ai(x), dj(z) and bk(v) are known basis functions.
Now consider how the smooth function of x, fx, could be converted into a smooth function
of x and z. What is required is for fx to vary smoothly with z, and this can be achieved by
allowing its parameters, αi, to vary smoothly with z. Using the basis already available for
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representing smooth functions of z we could write:
αi(z) =
J∑
j=1
δijdj(z)
which immediately gives:
fxz(x, z) =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
δijdj(z)ai(x).
Continuing in the same way, we could now create a smooth function of x, z and v by allowing
fxz to vary smoothly with v. Again, the obvious way to do this is to let the parameters of fxz
vary smoothly with v, and following the same reasoning as before we get:
fxzv(x, z, v) =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
βijkbk(v)dj(z)ai(x).
For any particular set of observations of x, z and v a model matrix, X, can be produced which
maps the parameters βijk (suitably arranged into a vector β) to the evaluated function at these
values. If Xx, Xz and Xv are model matrices for the individual marginal smooths, and ⊗ is the
usual Kronecker product, then it is easy to show that, given appropriate ordering of β, the ith
row of X is simply:
Xi = Xxi ⊗Xzi ⊗Xvi.
Clearly (i) this construction can be continued for as many covariates as are required; (ii) the
result is independent of the order in which we treat the covariates and (iii) the covariates can
themselves be vector covariates.
Having derived a ‘tensor product’ basis for representing smooth functions, it is also nec-
essary to have some way of measuring function ‘wiggliness’, if the basis is to be useful for
representing smooth functions in a penalized regression or mixed modelling context. Again it is
possible to start from wiggliness measures associated with the marginal smooth functions, and
again the three covariate case provides sufficient illustration. Suppose then, that each marginal
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smooth has an associated functional that measures function wiggliness and can be expressed as
a quadratic form in the marginal parameters. That is
Jx(fx) = α
TSxα, Jz(fz) = δ
TSzδ, Jv(fv) = ß
TSvß
The S• matrices contain known coefficients, and α, δ and ß are vectors of coefficients of the
marginal smooths. An example of a penalty functional is the cubic spline penalty, Jx(fx) =∫
(∂2fx/∂x
2)2dx. Now let fx|zv(x) be fxvz(x, z, v) considered as a function of x only, with z
and v held constant, and define fz|xv(z) and fv|xz(v) similarly. A natural way of measuring
wiggliness of fxzv is to use:
J(fxzv) = λx
∫
z,v
Jx(fx|zv)dzdv + λz
∫
x,v
Jz(fz|xv)dxdv + λv
∫
x,z
Jv(fv|xz)dxdz
where the λ• are smoothing parameters controlling the tradeoff between wiggliness in different
directions, and allowing the penalty to be invariant to the relative scaling of the covariates. As
an example, if cubic spline penalties were used as the marginal penalties, then
J(f) =
∫
x,z,v
λx
(
∂2f
∂x2
)2
+ λz
(
∂2f
∂z2
)2
+ λv
(
∂2f
∂v2
)2
dxdzdv.
Hence, if the marginal penalties are easily interpretable in terms of function shape, then so is the
induced penalty. Numerical evaluation of the integrals in J is straightforward. As an example
consider the penalty in the x direction. The function fx|zv(x) can be written as
fx|zv(x) =
I∑
i=1
αi(z, v)ai(x)
and it is always possible to find the matrix of coefficients Mz,v such that α(z, v) = Mzvβ
where β is the vector of βijk arranged in some appropriate order. Hence
Jx(fx|zv) = α(z, v)TSxα(z, v) = βTMTzvSxMzvβ
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and so ∫
z,v
Jx(fx|zv)dzdv = βT
∫
z,v
MTzvSxMzvdzdvβ.
The last integral can be performed numerically, and it is clear that the same approach can be
applied to all components of the penalty. However, a simple reparameterization can be used
to provide an approximation to the terms in the penalty, which performs well in practice and
avoids the need for explicit numerical integration.
To see how the approach works, consider the marginal smooth fx. Let {x∗i : i = 1, . . . , I}
be a set of values of x spread evenly through the range of the observed x values. In this case we
can always re-parameterize fx in terms of new parameters
α′i = fx(x
∗
i ).
Clearly under this re-parameterization α′ = Aα where Aij = ai(x∗j). Hence the marginal
model matrix becomesX′x = XxA−1 and the penalty coefficient matrix becomes S′x = A−TSxA−1.
Now suppose that the same sort of re-parameterization is applied to the marginal smooths
fv and fz. In this case we have that
∫
z,v
Jx(fx|zv)dzdv ≈ h
∑
jk
Jx(fx|z∗j v∗k),
where h is some constant of proportionality related to the spacing of the z∗j ’s and v∗k’s. Similar
expressions hold for the other integrals making up J . It is straightforward to show that the
summation in the above approximation is:
J∗x(fxzv) = β
TS˜xβ where S˜x = S
′
x ⊗ IJ ⊗ IK
where IJ is the rank J identity matrix. Exactly similar definitions hold for the other components
of the penalty so that
J∗z (fxzv) = β
TS˜zβ where S˜z = II ⊗ S′z ⊗ IK
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and
J∗v (fxzv) = β
TS˜vβ where S˜v = II .⊗ IJ ⊗ S′v
Hence
J(fxzv) ≈ J∗(fxzv) = λxJ∗x(fxzv) + λzJ∗z (fxzv) + λvJ∗v (fxzv).
where any constants, h, have been absorbed into the λj . Again, this penalty construction clearly
generalizes to any number of covariates.
Given its model matrix and penalties, the coefficients and smoothing parameters of a tensor
product smooth can be estimated using the multiply penalized regression methods given in
Wood (2004), or incorporated into a generalized additive model and estimated in the same
way. Alternatively the smooth can be re-parameterized for representation as a component of a
mixed model, as section 3 shows. Whatever the estimation method, the smooths are invariant
to rescaling of the covariates, provided only that the marginal smooths are similarly invariant
(which is always the case in practice).
2.1 Nesting and ANOVA decompositions
Consider a set of marginal smoothing bases used to construct interaction smooths of various
orders. The tensor product construction immediately implies that any interaction of some set of
covariates, is nested within all higher order interactions including that set of covariates (subject
only to the mild technical restriction that all marginal bases include the constant function in
their span). So, for example, the model
yi = fx(xi) + fz(zi) + ²i
is strictly nested within the model
yi = fzx(xi, zi) + ²i
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provided that the bases used for fx and fz are the marginal bases used for fxz. This immediately
opens up the possibility of working with ‘ANOVA decomposition’ type models:
yi = fx(xi) + fz(zi) + fzx(xi, zi) + ²i,
yi = fx(xi) + fz(zi) + fv(vi) + fxz(xi, zi) + fxv(xi, vi) + fzv(zi, vi) + fxzv(xi, zi, vi) + ²i,
etc. since all that is required to do this is to impose appropriate identifiability constraints on the
model terms. When using such decompositions, each component smooth will have associated
penalties and smoothing parameters (e.g. the three covariate decomposition given above would
have 12 smoothing parameters).
This notion of an ANOVA decomposition of functions has been pioneered in the smoothing
spline literature, and is the subject of a monograph by Gu (2002). Fuller comparisons with
existing SS-ANOVA are provided in section 5.2.
3 Smooths as mixed model components
The aim of this section is to show how single penalty smooths represented by any basis and
quadratic penalty and the tensor product smooths of section 2 can be included as components
of a linear mixed model of the form
y = Xβ + Zb+ ² where b ∼ N(0,ψ) and ² ∼ N(0,Λ) (2)
where y is a response vector, X and Z are model matrices, β and b are fixed parameters and
random effects, respectively, and ² is a residual error vector. The covariance matrixψ is usually
parameterized in terms of some unknown parameters, while Λ is usually either diagonal, or has
some other simple form induced by a simple correlation model. The idea is to add to the already
extensive range of models readily available in this framework by providing straightforward
means to include a wide range of penalized smooths and tensor product smooths in such models.
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First consider a smooth with a single smoothing parameter. For example,
f(x) =
J∑
j=1
bj(x)βj
with associated wiggliness measure J(f) = βTSβ, where S is a positive semi-definite matrix of
coefficients (only semi-definite because most penalties treat some space of functions as having
zero wiggliness). Given (yi,xi) data, it is straightforward to produce a model matrix Xf , where
Xfij = bj(xi), so that Xfβ is a vector of f(xi) values.
The mixed model approach to estimating f starts from the premise that, by stating that
f is smooth, we really believe that it is more probable that f is smooth than that f is wig-
gly. This can be formalized by specifying a prior for the wiggliness of the model which is
∝ exp(−λβTSβ/2), say. Such a prior implies an improper Gaussian prior for β itself (Sil-
verman, 1985). This improper distribution for β does not fit easily into standard linear mixed
modelling approaches (e.g. Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). Some re-parameterization is therefore
needed, so that the new parameters divide into a set with a proper distribution, to be treated
as random effects, and a set (of size M ) with an improper uniform distribution which can be
treated as fixed effects. To achieve this, consider the eigen-decomposition, S = UDUT, where
U is an orthogonal matrix, the columns of which are the eigenvectors of S, and D is a diagonal
matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues arranged in descending order on the leading diago-
nal. Let D+ denote the smallest sub-matrix of D containing all the strictly positive eigenvalues.
Now re-parameterize, so that the new coefficient vector can be written (bTR,βTF )T ≡ UTβ,
where βF is of dimension M . It is clear that βTSβ = bTRD+bR and that the coefficients βF
are unpenalized. Partitioning the eigenvector matrix so that U ≡ [UR : UF ], where UF has M
columns and defining XF ≡ XfUF while XR = XfUR, the mixed model representation of
the smooth in terms of a linear predictor and random effects distribution is now
XFβF +XRbR, bR ∼ N(0,D−1+ /λ)
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where λ and βF are fixed parameters to be estimated. For convenient estimation with standard
software a further re-parameterization is useful. Defining b =
√
D−1+ bR and Z = XR
√
D+
then the mixed model representation of the term, evaluated at its covariate values is
XFβF + Zb, b ∼ N(0, I/λ)
Including such a term in a mixed model of the form (2) is simply a matter of appending the
columns of XF to the fixed effect model matrix, appending the columns of Z to the random
effects model matrix and specifying the given random effects covariance matrix. Obviously,
the multiple smooth terms of an additive model are easily combined (although some simple
identifiability constraints are then required).
When representing tensor product smooths, which have multiple smoothing parameters, the
only change is that the positive semi-definite pseudoinverse of the covariance matrix for β is
now of the form ∑di=1 λiS˜i, where S˜i is defined in section 2. The degree of rank deficiency of
this matrix, MT , is readily shown to be given by the product of the dimensions of the null spaces
of the marginal penalty matrices Si (provided that λi > 0 ∀ i). Again re-parameterization is
needed, this time by forming,
d∑
i=1
S˜i = UDU
T
whereU is an orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors andD is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, with
MT zero elements at the end of the leading diagonal. Notice that there are no λi parameters in
the sum that is decomposed: this is reasonable since the null space of the penalty does not
depend on these parameters (however given finite precision arithmetic it might be necessary to
scale the S˜i matrices in some cases).
It is not now possible to achieve the sort of simple representation of a term that was obtained
with a single penalty, so the re-parameterization is simpler. Partitioning the eigenvector matrix
so that U ≡ [UR : UF ] where UF has MT columns, it is necessary to define XF ≡ XfUF ,
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Z ≡ XfUR and Si = UTRS˜iUR. A mixed model representation of the tensor product term (i.e.
the linear predictor and random effects distribution) is
XFβF + Zb, b ∼ N
(
0,
(∑
λiSi
)−1)
where the λi and βF parameters have to be estimated. Clearly the covariance matrix structure
is not completely standard, but neither is it difficult to implement. For example, a new pdMat
class implementing this covariance matrix structure can readily be written for use with the nlme
software of Pinheiro and Bates (2000). Given such a class, incorporation of one or more tensor
product terms into a linear mixed model is straightforward.
4 Generalization and Confidence Intervals
The discussion so far has focused on additive mixed models, and general methods for setting
these up in a manner allowing estimation using standard software such as the nlme library of
Pinheiro and Bates (2000). Estimation in the generalized case can proceed in a completely
straightforward manner using the approximate PQL methods of e.g. Breslow and Clayton
(1993). Venables and Ripley (2002) provide a suitable function glmmPQL based on iterative
calls to the mixed modelling function lme from the nlme library.
The remaining issue is the calculation of confidence intervals. In most applications of
GAMMs these would be required primarily for the smooth terms and the fixed effects. If this
is the case then, following Silverman (1985), a Bayesian posterior covariance matrix for the
coefficients of these terms can be obtained. Conditioning on the parameter estimates for the
random effects, it is first necessary to calculate the covariance matrix for the response data (or
pseudodata in the PQL case) implied by the estimated random effects structure excluding the
smooth terms; suppose this is V. Then if θ is the vector of all the fixed parameters plus the
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coefficient of the smooths, X is the model matrix corresponding to these terms and Si is the ith
penalty matrix (padded with zeros if necessary so that θTSiθ is the correct penalty) then
θ|y ∼ N(θˆ, (XTV−1X+∑λiSi)−1)
where θˆ is the vector of estimates or predictions of the elements of θ. This is essentially the
approach taken in Lin and Zhang (1999), and allows the required intervals to be obtained. The
only quantity not readily available from standard software is the estimate V, but with some
effort it is possible to extract it, at least from lme fits. As usual the degrees of freedom per
element of θ can be estimated from the leading diagonal of (XTV−1X+∑λiSi)−1XTV−1X.
5 Comparison with existing techniques
There is a substantial practical difference between using the approach suggested in section 2 and
a simpler tensor product approach employing a single penalty matrix such as Spi = Sw⊗Sx⊗Sz
(e.g. Fahrmeier and Lang, 2001). The problem with such single penalties is their degree of
rank deficiency. For example, a smooth of three variables constructed from three cubic spline
bases, each of rank five, would have 125 parameters and a penalty of rank 27. Hence the
effective degrees of freedom of the term would have to lie between 98 and 125, rendering the
penalization effectively useless. In contrast, using the same marginal bases and the approach
advocated here, the degrees of freedom of the smooth would lie between 8 and 125: a much
more useful range for practical work. Alternatively one could employ a higher rank single
penalty in association with a tensor product basis, but in that case the resulting smooth is no
longer invariant to linear re-scaling of the arguments of the smooth. All proposals for tensor
product smoothing with a single penalty are unsatisfactory for this reason: it is possible to have
a useful tuneable smoothness range or scale invariance, but not both, and for practical purposes
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both are needed.
5.1 Tensor products of P-splines
Eilers and Marx (2003) proposed constructing smooths of two variables from tensor products
of P-splines, with separate difference penalties applied to each covariate direction, and hence
two smoothing parameters to estimate. This suggestion is a special case of the method of
section 2, but without the re-parameterization (or integration) step in the construction of the
penalty. A small simulation comparing the Eilers and Marx method and the section 2 method
was performed. 400 data were simulated from f1 from section 5.2 with additive i.i.d. gaussian
noise (σ = 1). 200 replicate data sets were produced and from each reconstructions of f1 were
attempted using both alternative methods. Each employed P-splines with a cubic basis and
second order penalties as marginal penalties. Smoothing parameters were estimated by GCV.
Mean square error performance was on average 8.5% better using the section 2 smooths paper,
and these outperformed the Eilers and Marx smooths in 83% of replicates. Similar modest
improvements were obtained at other noise levels, and are presumably attributable to the care
that has been taken to preserve the penalties’ relationship to function shape when moving from
the marginal smooths to the tensor product smooth in section 2.
5.2 Smoothing Spline ANOVA
Smoothing Spline ANOVA, for which Gu (2002) is an excellent guide, provides a self contained
framework for modelling with smooth functions, including an approach to mixed modelling.
The tensor product smooths used in this framework have the scale invariance properties of
the smooths introduced in section 2, although a different construction is used to achieve this.
Until recently these methods were rather computationally costly, but Kim and Gu (2004) have
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gone a long way towards improving this situation using low rank approximations, so a small
simulation study was undertaken to compare SS-ANOVA to the methods proposed in section 2,
in a penalized regression context. Data were simulated from 4 models of the general form:
yi = fj(xi, zi) + ²i, ²i ∼ N(0, σ2)
where the ²i were independent, the covariates x and z were independent uniform random devi-
ates on (0, 1) and the functions fj were:
f1(x, z) = 10piσxσz
(
1.2e−(x−.2)
2/σ2x−(z−.3)2/σ2z + .8e−(x−.7)
2/σ2x−(z−.8)2/σ2z
)
,
f2(x, z) = 2 sin(pi ∗ x) + exp(2z),
f3(x, z) = 1.9(1.45 + exp(x) sin(13(x− .6)2)) exp(−z) sin(7z)
and f4 = (f1 + f2)/2 (σx = .3 and σz = .4). 200 replicate simulations were made using each
model for each combination of σ = 2 and σ = 0.5 with sample sizes 200 and 1000. For each
replicate, four reconstructions of fj were produced and their mean square prediction error at
the covariate values was assessed. The four approaches were (i) fit an SS-ANOVA model, by
Kim and Gu’s method as implemented in routine ssanova1 of Gu’s R package gss, (ii) fit a
single section 2 smooth, (iii) fit an ANOVA decomposition model based on section 2 smooths,
as described in section 2.1, (iv) chose whichever of (ii) and (iii) has the lowest GCV score.
All alternatives used GCV to estimate smoothing parameters, and models (ii) and (iii) were
estimated by the method of Wood (2004) as implemented in R package mgcv. All models had
49 coefficients.
The results are shown in figure 4. Method (iv) gave better average mean square error perfor-
mance than method (i) in all cases, and required between 1/4 (n=200) and 1/12 (n=1000) of the
computation time. In fact method (ii) was only worse than method (i) in terms of mean square
error for the strictly additive f2, but required between 1/10 and 1/30 of the computation time.
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A smaller three covariate simulation was also undertaken. 500 triples xi, zi, vi were gener-
ated from independent uniform distributions on (0, 1) and response data were generated from:
yi = 1.5e
−(xi−.2)2/5−(zi−.5)2/3−(vi−.9)2/4 + .5e−(xi−.3)
2/4−(zi−.7)2/2−(vi−.4)2/6
+ e−(xi−.1)
2/5−(zi−.3)2/5−(vi−.7)2/4 + ²i
where the ²i are i.i.d. Normal random deviates with σ = 0.02. 100 replicates of this simulation
were performed. Three types of model were fitted to each replicate: (a) a tensor product smooth
of xi, zi and vi; (b) an SS-ANOVA type model with all 7 terms represented using the tensor
product smooths of section 2 and (iii) an SS-ANOVA model estimated using the method of
Kim and Gu (2004). Kim and Gu recommend that, to avoid over-fitting, each model degree of
freedom should be treated as if it were 1.4 degrees of freedom when calculating GCV scores,
so each model was estimated both by conventional GCV and this modified version (for the
2 covariate simulations the modified GCV score provided no improvement, possibly because
rather fewer smoothing parameters are estimated in that case). For this example all models had
64 coefficients plus smoothing parameters to be estimated.
The results are summarized in figure 5. In this case method (c) took 190 times as long as
method (b) and 550 times as long as method (a). Method (b) had the best MSE performance
followed by method (c). With so many smoothing parameters in the ANOVA type models
(12 for (b) and 19 for (c)), the nature of the penalty is effectively being estimated, as well
as the degree of smoothness, and it may be this degree of flexibility that allows better MSE
performance.
Experimentation with a 4 covariate smooth produced similar results: the 65 smoothing pa-
rameter, full SS-ANOVA becomes even more costly in this case, and again, better MSE perfor-
mance seems to be obtainable more cheaply using the smooths of section 2.
A theoretical objection to the section 2 methods is that the number of model coefficients
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tends to increases as the power of the number of covariates of the smooth. This need not happen
with existing SS-ANOVA techniques, although it is doubtful that good function reconstruc-
tions will be obtained in practice if the number of parameters does not depend on dimension
in a somewhat similar manner. In any case, no computational advantage of the SS-ANOVA
approach is apparent for the above examples, which have up to 4 way interactions.
To conclude: the methods presented in this paper provide a useful complementary approach
to the smoothing spline ANOVA framework described in Gu (2002) and may offer the follow-
ing advantages. (i) in a penalized regression context, the simulation study suggests that the new
methods compare favourably with SS-ANOVA in both computational speed and MSE perfor-
mance; (ii) because the bases of the smooths do not depend on the smoothing parameters, the
new smooths are readily incorporated into existing methodological frameworks for linear and
generalized linear mixed modelling, and indeed non-linear mixed effects modelling: this in turn
gives ready access to a rich variety of modelling tools including all the inferential machinery of
mixed models, and the reliable and extensive software libraries for mixed modelling; (iii) the
new tensor product wiggliness penalties are relatively interpretable in terms of function shape,
provided that the penalties associated with the marginal smooths are interpretable, whereas the
penalties associated with full SS-ANOVA models require quite a high degree of sophistication
to interpret; (iv) the interpretation of the distribution of the model coefficients treated as random
effects is straightforward: a negative exponential distribution is assumed for function ‘wiggli-
ness’; (v) the new methods make it very easy to build smooths of several variables from smooths
designed for particular modelling tasks: for example, for some practical applications smooths
should be very ‘flat’ away from high densities of supporting data, and the new methods can eas-
ily accommodate such ‘designer smooths’. Point (ii) is particularly significant from an applied
perspective: the literature on mixed modelling is large and growing, and high quality software
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is available to implement a rich variety of mixed models and associated inferential techniques.
It is of therefor of some utility to be able to add good smoothing methods to this framework,
rather than having to try and develop parallel mixed modelling methodologies specifically ap-
plicable to smooth modelling. On the other hand, the methods developed here do not offer the
complete framework for smooth modelling that the SS-ANOVA approach provides.
6 Examples
This section illustrates the utility of the methods using two simulated examples and a short real
example. Firstly, data were simulated from the model
yi = f(xi) + ei, i = 1, . . . , 400
where f(x) = x11[10(1 − x)]6/5 + 10(10x)3(1 − x)10, ei = 0.6ei−1 + ²i for i = 1 . . . 400,
e0 = 0, ²i ∼ N(0, 1.52) and the xi were uniformally spaced on [0,1]. The function f was then
treated as unknown and represented by a rank 20 P-spline basis (cubic B-splines, penalized by
a 2nd order difference penalty: see Eilers and Marx, 1996), while the noise was modelled as
an AR(1) process with unknown correlation parameter. Note that the P-spline basis does not
have immediately identifiable fixed (i.e. unpenalized) and random (penalized) components, so
the approach of section 3 is required. After representing the model as a linear mixed model it
was estimated using REML (S routine lme, Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). For comparison, fits
were also made assuming i.i.d. errors using REML and performing estimation by penalized
likelihood using GCV for smoothness selection (gam from R package mgcv). Figure 1 shows
typical results: the mixed model with AR(1) errors produces a reasonable reconstruction of
the truth, with plausible 95% confidence bands, while the methods that neglect autocorrelation
overfit, and produce overly narrow confidence bands.
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The second example uses a ‘repeated measures’ additive mixed model with one tensor prod-
uct term and Poisson errors. 400 Poisson data yi were simulated from yi ∼ Poi(eηi) where
ηi = f1(xi, zi) + f2(wi) + bj if observation i is from group j.
There were 10 bj terms which were i.i.d. N(0, 1); each group contained 40 observations; the
xi and wi were independent uniform random deviates on (0,1); the zi were independent random
deviates on (0,0.05); f1(x, z) = 2 exp(−(x − 0.2)2/σ2x − (z − 0.015)2/σ2z) + 1.3 exp(−(x −
0.7)2/σ2x − (z − 0.04)2/σ2z) where σx = 0.3 and σz = 0.02; f2(w) = sin(2piw). The response
data are plotted against the three covariates, and a spurious covariate v, in figure 2. Section 6.1
presents a typical study requiring such a model.
Three models were fitted to the data: all assumed Poisson errors and a log link; represented
f2 with a 10 knot cyclic penalized cubic regression spline and included a final nuisance term (f3,
not in the truth) represented by a 10 knot ‘P-spline’. The first model was a GAMM including a
random effect for group and representing f1 with a tensor product of penalized cubic regression
splines with 6 knots per direction (piecewise cubic Hermite polynomial bases). The second
model was the same as the first except that f1 was represented by a rank 36 isotropic smooth
(a thin plate regression spline, Wood, 2003). The final model was as the first, but without the
random effect and estimated by penalized likelihood maximization with smoothing parameters
chosen by an unbiased risk estimator (see Wahba 1990), which is approximately AIC.
Results for a typical replicate simulation are shown in figure 3. Clearly an isotropic smooth
is unsatisfactory here, while neglecting the correlation structure in the data leads to over-fitting.
Hence, for this type of data, the work reported in this paper is a necessary addition to GAMM
and GAM methods.
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6.1 Mackerel example
Fish stock assessments are sometimes undertaken by surveying the eggs of a particular species
in order to work out egg abundance, from which total mass of the spawning stock of fish can be
inferred. One such survey was undertaken in 1992 off the west coasts of Britain, Eire and France
targeting Mackerel eggs. Several fisheries research vessels sampled on an ‘irregular grid’ by
hauling a fine meshed net vertically through the water column and counting the mackerel eggs
found in the net (see left most panel figure 6). GAMs were used to model these data by Borchers
et al. (1997). The best models in terms of explaining the egg abundances tend to depend almost
exclusively on geographic predictors, such as longitude, latitude and distance from the 200m
sea bed contour (a proxy for the distance from the edge of the continental shelf). These are
fine for stock assessment, but less satisfactory in terms of biological interpretability, since they
depend on quantities which the fish are unlikely to directly respond to.
Biologically, it would be interesting to try and base prediction entirely on variables that
the fish might be able to sense, such as salinity, water temperature, sea bed depth and perhaps
latitude (since day length varies with latitude over the survey area). For the purposes of this
example, square root of observed egg density per square metre of sea surface, y, is used as the
response, and this is modelled as having a normal distribution (modelling the counts directly and
using a Poisson distribution is also possible, but in that case there is substantial overdispersion
to be dealt with). The model used was then:
√
yi = f1(r.bdi, lati, tempi) + f2(sali) + bj + ²i
assuming that observation i was obtained by boat j. The random effects bj are assumed i.i.d.
Normal, while the vector of residuals is ² ∼ N(0,Λ), Λ being given by the assumption that the
residuals are correlated in a manner that decays exponentially with geographic distance between
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observations nested within vessel (see Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). The vessel effect allows for
differences in operating procedures etc. between the boats. The spatial correlation is to account
for aggregation not explicable by the covariates. It is nested within vessel, since in practice
different vessels tend to be separated in time when proximate in space. The smooth function f1
was represented using a tensor product smooth, with marginal cubic regression spline bases of
dimension 6: it is a function of the square root of sea bed depth, latitude and temperature at 20
metres depth. f2 depends on salinity and was represented using a rank 10 thin plate regression
spline. Salinity is unlikely to interact strongly with the other covariates.
The model was estimated by likelihood maximization (REML estimates are very similar).
The salinity effect is estimated to be a straight line with slope very close to zero, and no sensible
model selection criterion would leave it in the model, so it was dropped. The standard deviation
of the vessel effect was estimated to be only 1% of the residual standard deviation, and the
spatial auto-correlation was similarly close to zero, however these were not dropped, given
their role as nuisance factors included purely to avoid being misled about the other effects.
Figure 7 shows some slices through the estimated f1: note the apparent preference for rela-
tively cool deep water, and the way that temperature preference does not seem to change greatly
with latitude. Figure 6 also shows predicted square root of egg density and its standard devia-
tion. Notice how the bulk of the distribution is off the shelf edge, and the survey area is failing
to cover the whole distribution: in part this is because the fish were expected to be rather closer
to the shelf edge (200 metre contour) than appears to actually be the case.
7 Conclusions
The main innovation reported in this paper is a general method for producing low rank, scale
invariant tensor product smooths for inclusion into GAMMs and GAMs, which have a practi-
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cally useful smoothness range when smoothness is to be estimated as part of model fitting, and
which can be constructed from a wide variety of ‘marginal’ smooths. The importance of scale
invariance is well illustrated in the first row of figure 2, where an example of the suggested
smooths is compared with an isotropic smooth: if the covariates of a smooth are not on the
same scale, then assuming isotropy can lead to very poor results, which the proposed method
overcomes by using a separate penalty for each covariate direction. The ability to include these
smooths directly into standard mixed models is also useful, both as an extension to what can
be achieved with such models, and because of the ready access that it gives to mixed modelling
theory for doing things like setting confidence intervals on smoothing parameters.
The methods of section 2 can be viewd as a generalization of the proposal of Eilers and Marx
(2003) to any number of covariates, any marginal smoothing bases and quadratic penalties, and
mixed model settings, while offering improvements in the performance of such smooths by
virtue of the novel approach to penalty construction. As discussed in section 5.2, the methods
complement existing SS-ANOVA methods by providing a means of representing tensor product
smooths and ANOVA decompositions of functions which is easily extended (e.g. to variable
coefficient models and non-linear mixed models) and easily incorporated into existing mixed
modelling methodology, while allowing considerable freedom to design smooths for particular
purposes. The simulation study suggests that when compared to existing SS-ANOVA models,
the new methods perform favourably in terms of computation time and MSE performance.
The methods described here are implemented in package mgcv for R (R Core Development
Team, 2003).
Acknowledgements: I thank Stefan Lang for discussion of GAMMs, Mark Bravington and
Sharon Hedley for help on separability of smooth trend and autocorrelation, Rod Ball for helpful
comments and a referee for suggesting the simulation study comparisons with SS-ANOVA.
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Figure 1: Reconstructing a smooth function sampled with auto-regressive error. The upper
left plot shows the data. The upper right plot shows the reconstruction using a mixed model
representation of a P-spline model for the smooth function with an AR(1) error model, estimated
using REML; the bold line is the true function, the thin continuous line the reconstruction and
the dashed lines are 95% confidence limits. The lower left panel is similar but assuming i.i.d.
errors. The lower right panel is as the lower left, but estimated using penalized likelihood
maximization with smoothness selected by GCV. In all panels the plots are centered to have
zero mean over the covariate values. The figures in the y-axis labels give the estimated degrees
of freedom for the smooths.
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Figure 2: Scatter plots of the square root of the response data against each candidate covariate
for the GAMM repeated measures example. Note how difficult it would be to judge what the
appropriate scaling of x and z ought to be by straightforward inspection of the data.
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Figure 3: The true and estimated component functions of the simulated repeated measures
GAMM example. The rows show, from top to bottom f1, f2 and the spurious function (f3, say).
The columns, from left to right, show: the true functions used in simulation; the component
functions of a GAMM estimated by PQL with f1 represented as a tensor product term and with
a random effect for group; the same as the previous column, but with an isotropic smooth term
for f1; finally a GAM assuming i.i.d. errors, but with a tensor product smooth for f1, estimated
by penalized likelihood maximization, with smoothing parameters chosen by unbiased risk es-
timation (approximate AIC). In all cases the figure in the response axis label gives the effective
degrees of freedom of the plotted smooth term estimate.
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Figure 4: Comparisons of Mean Square Error (MSE) performance for the tensor product
smooths of section 2 and the low rank SS-ANOVA method of Kim and Gu (2004) for smooth
functions of two covariates. Each box plot shows the SS-ANOVA MSE minus the MSE of the
alternative method based on the smooths in section 2, over 200 replicates. The number in the
x axes labels refers to the index of the true function from which the data were simulated. The
letters in the labels are as follows: (a) is where whichever of a single smooth and an SS-ANOVA
style decomposition of a smooth had the lower GCV score was selected as the best model; (b)
is for a single section 2 style smooth; (c) is for a smooth represented using an SS-ANOVA type
decomposition, but using the section 2 smooths to represent this. The four panels relate to dif-
ferent combinations of sample size and noise level. All values above the zero line indicate that
the section 2 based method had better MSE than the Kim and Gu SS-ANOVA method. Grey
shaded boxplots indicate comparisons where the mean difference in MSE was not significantly
different from zero at the 5% level. The type (a) smooths, based on the methods of section 2,
consistently outperform the Kim and Gu (2004) SS-ANOVA method, while using less computer
time to estimate.
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Figure 5: Comparisons of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) performance for the tensor prod-
uct smooths of section 2 and the low rank SS-ANOVA method of Kim and Gu (2004) for a
smooth function of three covariates. Each box plot shows the RMSE for one alternative model.
Smoothing parameters were estimated by GCV or vGCV in which each model degree of free-
dom counts as 1.4 degrees of freedom. 1a and 1b are for single section 2 smooths estimated by
GCV and vGCV respectively; 1c and 1d are for SS-ANOVA style decompositions represented
using section 2 smooths and estimated by GCV and vGCV respectively; 2a and 2b are for Kim
and Gu SS-ANOVA models estimated by GCV anf vGCV respectively. 1c consistently gave
lower GCV scores than 1a, while 1d consistently gave lower vGCV scores than 1b.
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Figure 6: Left panel: locations of mackerel egg samples with symbol areas proportional to egg
density per square metre of sea surface. Middle panel: model predicted square root egg density
over the survey area. Right panel: 5× the standard error of the estimates in the middle panel,
on the same scale as the middle panel.
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Figure 7: Each figure shows f1 against two covariates with the other covariate held at its mean
value in the data set. The function is only plotted for values of the covariates sufficiently close
to values observed in the data. Note that this figure serves to emphasize the importance of a
useful smoothness range: a tensor product smooth with a single penalty, with coefficient matrix
constructed from a Kronecker product of marginal penalty matrices, could not have represented
a function as smooth as this.
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